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Page 2 - NEWS

Watch the Crescent next _

Editor's pen:
Gift-wrapped
theology?
I

don't

week for official ASC ASC
candidate platforms.

have

a

set theology on
jnaslurbation. I don't

r>iH ynii know?

have a set theology on
child baptism - heck,
I'm not even sure I have

a set theology on the
denomination I am a part
of. The church tells me
that I should have these

things; I need to know
exactly what I believe to
be a good Christian.
ByJILLLEPIRE
In a way, I agree. As
News Editor
children of God, we need
to know why we worship
and obey Him - we need
to fully comprehend what He has done and live
according to His laws. I don't have a problem with
needing to know what we, as individuals and as
a church, believe. I do, however, have a problem
with the "have theologies NOW!" message that the
church is sending.
I am not a bad Christian because I don't
know 100% where I stand on the "are Catholics

Christians?" debate (and I don't intend to start the
debate here). I am not a bad Christian because
I don't wear a purity ring. But I may be a bad
Christian because I am not actively seeking the
trutli on what I believe.

60 percent of undergrads graduate w.th an average of $17,000n
i debt (famylieducato
i n.
com)

student-loan provider Nelie Mae found in a survey in 2000 that student credit
card balances doubled since 1993 while 32 percent of stu ® ® ^

credit cards and 1 out of 10 students would graduate with $7,000 m credit card debt
(Familyeducation.com)

The average credit card debt owed by students is $2,700 (buzzle.com)
On average, public education costs $11,354 per year. Private universities now cost an
average of $27,516 a year. By 2020 these numbers wil probably quadruple, according
to The College Board.

Right now the interest rate of a Stafford Loan [the federal student loan] is 4.7 percent.
As of July 1,2006 that interest rate is going to lock at 6.8 %, according to Suze Orman,
financial advisor and author.

First Tech Credit Union is now offering membership services to George Fox students
and employees. First Tech previously served only government employees including
teachers and professors in public schools.

Theologies take a lifetime to build and put
to use. I don't believe everything I've been taught

in church and I don't believe every commentary 1
read on the Bible. Heck, I barely know if I can pull
off wearing yellow, how am I supposed to know all
of the details about the apocalypse?
Fortunately, my salvation isn't dependent on
the fact that I can pull off yellow. It is, however,

dependent on my salvation, which God has given

(Bon JLppetit's l^aste ofjfome
Are you missing your mom's home cooking?

Change that by submitting your favorite recipe and we'll do
everjdhing but have your mom cook it for you!

me. He did (and is doing) His part (you know, the
dying thing?) and now if s time for me to do mine.
I sound like a self-help book, don't I? "Read
on for your seven steps to a successful spiritual
life!" I'm sorry, but is this what we - what I - have
reduced Him to? Has our desperate pursuit for a
cut and dry doctrine about birth control become
our tlieology - a belief and hope in the "self-help"
mentality? This isn't about self-exploration, this
is about exploring Christ. What is He saying to
you? This editorial won't change your life - it's
not supposed to. All I want you to do, church, is
relax. Don't ever stop seeking the truth, ever, but
don't feel guilty because you don't have the perfect,
Nordstrom-wrapped theology right now.
We are so privileged to be in this place in our

If selected, we 11 contact you and you can come in and help

lives - a place where we can safely explore what we
believe and why. So explore. He's waiting for you to

Ashley's Chicken Dijon & Potatoes

Contact Arlene Burnham at nburnham@georgefox.edu or
post your recipe on our Taste of Home menu board.
us prepare it.

featured recipes tHusfar fiave incCuded:
Chad Clark's Secret BBQ Sauce
Ben Kulpa's Lentil Dal

find the truth - to really find Him.

Tyler Hoskin's Chili Con Game
T h e C r e s c e n t S t a ff
Editor-in-Chief
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The Crescent encourages reader response and
participation through letters to the editors.

etters should be typewritten and no longer

than 250 words. We wil not accept unsigned
etters, but your name can be withheld bv

request. We reserve the right to edit for clarit)'
m

C r e s cinethi
nst ,
ox E. The opinions presented
paper do not necessaily reflect those of the

rescent staff, ASC or the university.
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March Madness: Gentlemen, start your brackets
By JUSTIN SWEENEY

tition all year, save for a late-season

SpoHs Writer
Yes, once again, it's the most wonderful time of

the year. March Madness is nearly upon us, and this
year has plenty of hopefuls to hoist the trophy at the
end of the year. However, just like the current situ
ation in the NBA, the NCAA boasts few legitimate
contenders and plenty of pretenders.
A team that must be penciled in as a Final Four
certainty is the 2004 champion Connecticut. While
the returning team lacks former steadfast Emeka

Okafor and NBA rookie standout Charlie Villanueva, much of the championship team remains,

including sharp-shooting guard Denham Brown,
center Josh Boone and forward Rashad Anderson.

With only two losses this year overall, both coming
in the highly competitive Big East Conference, Con
necticut is a solid team and will likely be extremely
dangerous throughout the tournament.

The Villanova Wildcats are a pleasant surprise

this year. However, their ability to beat an upper ech
elon team consistently is still unproven. They lost de

cisively to the Huskies a couple weekends ago. They
possess a great amount of senior talent, including

Allan Ray, Jason Eraser and Randy Foye, but they

will need to buckle down and be mentally prepared
for the likes of a powerhouse team they will likely
face when tournament time comes (such as a team
like Duke).
Speaking of the Blue Devils, they are once again
in the running for an NCAA title. What seems like
virtually a two-man team (quick, name somebody
else on the squad besides JJ Redick and Shelden
Williams), Duke has been dominating the compe

falter to underrated Florida State

and youthful North Carolina. You
can never underestimate a Mike

Kryzewski squad in the month of
March, and this year may be their
best chance as ever to win it all.

Another team which contains the

pieces for a championship is the West
Coast sweetheart Gonzaga Bulldogs.
Adam "Dirty 'Stache" Morrison is
the best player in the nation (yes,
better than Redick), and JP Bautista

and Derek Raivio complement him
perfectly. This is Gonzaga's time to
ESPN.COM
get rid of the mid-major burden and
J.J.
Redick
(left)
and
Adam
Morrison
hope
to
keep
their
Duke
and Gonget to the Final Four.
"dancing"
well s
into
Madness.
Redick's
une otner team wnicn can t be l^ettzaga
27.3teams
the year
, while Morri
on'sMarch
Bulldogs
are 26-3.

out of the conversation is Memphis.
The Tigers are led by senior Rodney
Carney and sophomore guard Darius Washington
Jr. However, Memphis defeated Gonzaga earlier in
the season, and are led by John Calipari, a fantas
tic college coach who took Marcus Camby and the
UMass Minutemen to the Final Four back in 1996.

A few other teams which have potential to go far
in the tournament are Texas, George Washington
(not a typo, these guys are for real if star center
Pops Mensah-Bonsu can quickly recover from sur
gery), the Kansas Jayhawks, one of the most talent
ed young teams in recent history, and my personal
favorite, the University of Illinois. The Fighting Illini have reloaded nicely after losing three standouts
from last year's runner-up team, and you can bet

Dominican Republic, U.S. head
The inaugural World Baseball Classic is well underway, and several nations

are pushing hard for the right to be called the best in the world.

The Dominican Republic, United States, Venezuela and Japan are just four of
the*sixteen countries participating in the seventeen-day tournament, but are also
among the most heavily favored to win it all.

The Dominican Republic contains perhaps the most intimidating batting or

der ever put together. Alfonso Soriano, Miguel Tejada, Albert Pujols, David Ortiz
and Adrian Beltre in the same line-up should be enough to make even the most
seasoned pitcher sweat. While the pitching staff for the D.R. is relatively weak,
boasting just one proven MLB star in Bartolo Colon, the offense of the Domini
can Republic should more than make up for the lack of pitching.

The U.S. boasts several Major League" Baseball superstars of their own in the
batting order, including the New York Yankees' Derek Jeter, Alex Rodriguez and
Johnny Damon and the Texas Rangers' Mark Teixeira. The United States also

has arguably the most dominant pitching staff in the Classic, including starters

Roger Clemens, Dontrelle Willis and Jake Peavy, and closers Brad Lidge and Joe
Nathan.

Besides the Dominican Republic and United States, Venezuela is probably the
third-most likely nation to capture the title at the WBC. The pitching staff for
Venezuela rivals the United States, with Cy Young winner Johan Santana anchor
ing a staff including Freddy Garcia, Carlos Zambrano and closer Francisco "K-

Rod" Rodriguez. Sluggers Bobby Abreu, Magglio Ordonez and Miguel Cabrera

stand out among a talented batting order.
Japan, a nation long known for its baseball talent, is the dark horse to win

the Classic. Ichiro Suzuki is the most recognizable name on the Japanese roster,

and while Japan has medaled at every Olympics since the addition of baseball in

1992, there is concern that the Japanese style of play may not translate well on the

that Dee Brown has his eye on the Final Four once
again.

These are the teams that you should put faith in
come March, and if I were you, I wouldn't look at any
other squad to be a potential champion. UNC has
rebounded nicely but are simply too young, Tennes
see is too shaky. West Virginia lives and dies by the
play of Kevin Pittsnogle, and it's a pretty solid bet
that picking any Pac-10 team to go far in the tourna
ment is a bad choice. So whenthe dust has settled,
I hope that on that beautiful day in April, Duke and
Gonzaga will face off against one another in a dream
match-up. To see Redick vs. Morrison would be pure
poetry.

Baseball great Kirby Puckett: i96U2006

ist at World Baseball Classic
By DAN BENNETT
Sports Editor

Blue Devils are

By DAN BENNETT
Sports Editor
Major League Baseball is still mourning the loss
of Hall of Famer Kirby Puckett, who died Monday
after complications of a stroke. He was 45.
Puckett, whose career was cut short by vision
problems, played all 12 of his professional seasons
for the Minnesota Twins. The outfielder, a 10-time

All-Star, won six Gold Glove awards and also cap
tured the 1989 batting title. He also led the Twins
to two World Series titles.

U S AT O D AY. C O M

Puckett's Hall of Fame credentials were hardly
astonishing - a .318 batting average, 2,304 hits and 207 home runs - but,

nevertheless, he was voted in on the first ballot in 2001. His plaque in Cooperstown commends Puckett's "ever-present smile and infectious exuber
ance."

The 5-foot-9,220 pound Puckett patrolled center field at the Metrodome

for the entirety of his career, a rarity given the increased popularity of free
agency in the 1990s.
Puckett's best season came in 1988, when he batted .356 with 24 home
runs and 142 RBI. Puckett continued to develop his power at the plate, swat
ting a career-high 31 long balls in 1987.
Drafted by the Twins in 1982, Puckett quickly rose through the ranks
of the minor leagues, reaching the Majors in 1984. Three years later the
Twins upset the heavily-favored St. Louis Cardinals to win their first World
Series title. Then, in 1991, Puckett played a pivotal role in perhaps the most
exciting World Series ever played, as the Twins defeated the Atlanta Braves
in seven games.

In 1995 Puckett was hit in the face by a pitch on the last day of the regular

international stage where professional, not amateur, players are competing.
Other nations that could surprise people include Puerto Rico, who possess
such talent as Carols Beltran, Carlos Delgado and Javy Lopez. Also expected to

season. The following spring he woke up one morning and couldn't see out
of his right eye. The diagnosis was glaucoma, and Puckett was forced to
prematurely retire in July 1996.

contend is Cuba, who was admitted to the Classic after WBC officials convinced
the U.S. Treasury Department that participation would not violate the economic

to be married at some point this summer.

Puckett is survived by his two children and his ex-wife. He was engaged

embargo which has been levied on Cuba by the United States since 1960.

GFU Baseball

6-5 (1-2 NWC)
3/11 -@Whitworth(l2PM)**
3/12-(gWhitworth (12 PM)
3/15 - @ Corban (2 PM)
3/18-vs. Whitman (12 PM)**
3/19 - vs. Whitman (12 PM)
3/25 - @ Willamette (12 PM)**

GFU Softball ■

GFU Track and Field

Men:

3/11 - NWC South Meet (New-

3/10 - vs. Linfield (2:30 PM)
3/11 - vs. PLU (3:30 PM)
3/17 - @ Whitworth (3 PM)

berg)
3/17 - Linfield Open (McMinnville)
3/24 - Chuck Bowles Classic (Sa-

1-9 (0-4 NWC)
3/11 - @ Willamette (12 PM)**
3/12-vs. Pacific (12 PM)**
3/18 - @ Lewis & Clark (12 PM)**

4/1 - vs. Lewis & Clark (12 PM)**

3/19 - @ Lewis & Clark (12 PM)
3/2S - @ Hawaii Pacific (I PM)#
3/25 - @ Chaminade (3 PM)#
3/26 - vs. Lewis & Clark (2 PM)#
3/28 - @ BYU-Hawaii (I PM)#

** = Doubleheader

** = Doubleheader

3/29 - @ Concordia (2 PM)

GFU Tennis

Women:
3/11 - @ Pacific Lutheran (10 AM)
3/13 - vs. Whitman (2:30 PM)
3/17 - vs. Southern Oregon (3 PM)

lem)
3/25 - Hornet Invitational (Sac
ramento)

# = at Honolulu, Hawaii
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Spaces in which we find God's inspiration
By TOM JOHNSON

faith Editorial
I first visited the Guadalupe Trappist Abbey near
Lafayette, Oregon in 1999, when I visited with Ab
bot Peter about my interest in having a spiritual
director there. He recommended Fr. Casey Bailey,
and Casey and I have been together for monthly vis

the monks of the Abbey (usually at 5:30-6:00 PM).
What do you think about when you are there?

I think about God's grace, mercy, and love. I feel
thankful for life, for what has been, what is, and

its ever since.

I try to go early because the grounds are so
peaceful as in the photo. There are walking trails,
reflection ponds, and places for meditation, both in

what will be.

I pray for friends in need at Fox and in my church
and family. I read. I rest.

doors and outside.

I feel the presence of God here, and I am glad for
the warm welcome I always receive at the reception
center (and free tea!).
Some days I stay for evening prayers, sung by

Describe how God meets you there.

God meets me here as a quiet presence. It is a

gift. If you try to work at it, you can't receive it. It is
more like opening your hands and letting the sun
shine on them. You wait. You listen. You breathe.

Is there a place that inspires yon?

Pretty soon the air around you and flowing into

Where have you found the Creator's guidance

you is the Spirit, the pneuma of God.

to be most helpful?
Write a small 200-300 word article about it
and send it to the Crescent:

yourself returning often.

krkillam ®georgefox. edu

By
DAVID
SEREGOW
Faith
Columnist

Politics are

a hot topic in
America, especially around elec
tion time. I remember being asked
many times for which candidate

I was going to vote. Many friends
here at George Fox sided with the
Republicans while a minority sided
with the Democrats. When people
gave reasons for their choice, they
usually presented, one-by-one, all
the negative facets of the opposite
party. Democrats bashed Repub
licans and Republicans bashed
Democrats. Now, with President

George Bush in office and the cur
rent Iraq situation, I hear more and
more people bashing Bush. Thank
God for America and democracy! .
Evangelist John Bevere says,
"The Kingdom of God is not a
Democracy." It is a kingdom with

Come out and spend an hour. It's 20 minutes

from campus, just beyond Tilikum. You may find

appointed rulers and authorities.
Paul, in the book of Romans,
teaches the God of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob appoints all rul
ers in life, including bad ones. As
sure as God can put leaders and

authoHties in place, God can also

David became king.
I'm not suggesting democracy
is bad and people should not vote.
I think people should vote ac
cording to their conscience when
given the chance. However, when a
person's top choice is not elected,
they should respect the appointed

remove them. If God really is in
control, nothing
happens without
God's knowledge.
Obeying yet still
When King
grumbling is only half
David was a boy
of what Christians
mentoring under
should
do. Christians
King Saul, David
obeyed and re
ought to have good
spected Saul's posi
attitudes under all
tion. Saul eventu

ally became jealous

leaders.

of David and tried
to kill him several

times. David, even though inno
cent, did not bring any harm to his
oppressive leader. When David was
given an easy opportunity to kill
Saul, David said, "The Lord forbid
that I should stretch forth mine

leader with a

positive atti
tude.
The Bible

in 1 Peter says

Guadalupe Trappist Abbey
near Lafayette, Oregon

land. They obeyed their ruler and
submitted to him. They only dis

obeyed when the king went against
what was written in the Bible.

The king had ordered everyone to
bow down and worship an image
he made—this goes against the
s e c o n d o f t h e Te n C o m m a n d m e n t s

which says to not bow down to
idols. Even more, when Shadrach, •
Meshach, and Abednego were

brought before the king, they did

we should even

not grumble and bash the king.
Instead, the three were submis

submit to harsh
leaders. Some

respect.

one saying, "I
will submit as

sive by addressing the king with
Some people might object by

showing how Jesus talked against

long as I agree"

the Pharisees and even called

is not submis

them vipers. Jesus was willing

sion. Obeying
yet still grumbling is only half of
what Christians should do. Chris

tians ought to have good attitudes
under all leaders.

I'm also not saying people
need to always agree with their

hand against the Lord's anointed."
David continued by saying the
Lord will deal Justly with Saul.

leaders and follow everything

Some time later, Saul died and

Abednego's captivity in a foreign

they say The book of Daniel

tells of Shadrach, Meshach, and

to die for the Pharisees—and he
eventually did. Criticism is dif

ferent from discerning right and
wrong, good and evil. Are you will

ing to die for those you criticize?
People have no right to criticize

without love because that only
causes more conflict and hurt.

John says, "Greater love has no one

than this, than to lay down one's
life for his friends."

CALENDAR OF SPIRITUAL EVENTS
Weekly events:

Sunday: Impact @ 9pm in the Cap & Gown
Room

Wednesday: Manistry @ 9:30 in the Commuter
Lounge
Friday: Greenroom @ 10:40 in Bauman
Important Info:

Student Chaplain and Christian Services Direc- „

tor applications are now available outside the entire law is ..j. • • .

Christian Services office. They will be avail- mand' "Love vnuv ^ - l u ^ Single comable for the next two weeks, and are due by ^ neighbor as yourself."
March 13th.

Galatians 5:14
issue I8V0ICXXII
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P r o fi l e
Population:

77,505,756

Size:

1,001,450 sq km

Capital:

Cairo

Political System:

Republic

Language:

Arabic (official)

Religion:

Muslim- 94%

Christian/Other- 6%
Climate:

Desert- Hot/Dry/Mild

Unemployment Rate:

10%

Agriculture:

Cotton, Rice, Corn, Wheat

Photo: mantrav.com

The first Egyptian discovery in eighty-four years
B y A S H L E Y S TA L L M A N
Global Co-Editor

New tomb discovered in the Valley of the Kings

Since the Byzantine Emperor Theodius I closed all the pagan temples through
out the Roman Empire, the fascinating
Egyptian society has been unknown.
Discoveries of ancient Egyptian life have

been happening since Napoleon's inva
sion of Egypt in 1798 when many arti
facts were found and the obsession vwth

the Egyptian culture began.

Since the most recent discovery of
King Tutankhamen's tomb in 1922 by
Howard Carter, things have been pretty
quiet in the Valley of the Kings, 300 miles
south of Cairo. After King Tut was un
covered, archeologists claimed the Val
ley was empty. Archeological work was
being done, but no one expected any new
discoveries.
That belief held to be true until a team

of American archeologists who were
working on the tomb of 19th Dynasty
Pharaoh Amenmeses, stumbled upon a
depression in the bedrock that seemed to
be a shaft. Completely shocked with their
discovery, they could hardly believe their

eyes. This led them to a door of stone
blocks which is the doorway to the one
room chamber holding five mummies.

translated.

The site is an unbelievable five meters

Dynasty, between 1539BC and 1292BC
when the New Kingdom was established
its capital in present day Luxor.
The sarcophagi appear to have exten
sive damage by termites so the arche
ologists will have to take extra time and
care with their removal. The team hopes

from King Tutankhamen.
They plan to enter the estimated 3,000
year old burial tomb after they remove
remaining rubble. To sneak a peek into
the 12-foot-by-15-foot chamber,the team
poked a hole in the ceiling to discover
the five mummies encased in highly dec
orated sarcophagi and more than twenty
large clay jars.
Despite the location of their hurial,

the mummies are not necessarily royalty.
There is a possibility that they were high
ly esteemed members of the court, royal
servants, or top officials. Co-director of
the Project, Brock Schaden joked
that, "It could be the gardener...But
it's somebody who had the favor of the
king, because not everybody could come
and make their tomb in the Valley of the
Kings." Answers will not be verified until
the hieroglyphics on the sarcophagi are

This is the 63rd tomb found and is
estimated to be from the 18th Pharaonic

t o fi n i s h t h e e x c a v a t i o n b e f o r e t h e e n d

of the digging season in May when the

f j

weather in the desert becomes too un

Photo*, bbc.com

bearably hot to work.
VA L L E Y O F T H E K I N G S , E G Y P T
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Photo: bbc.com

Bird flu reaches Egypt

GFU
Connection

As of Friday, March 3rd, the

Full Name: Julie Condie
Place of Birth: Cairo, Egypt
Date of Birth: May 30th, 1985
Julie Condie was born in Cairo. Egypt
where she grew up thirty minutes outside of the

city of Cairo in a suburb called Madii. Julie lived
in Egypt until the age of ten where she went to
an American International School. From there,
she moved to Santa Cruz, CA where she went

to junior high school. Julie then moved to Kandern, Germany where she spent her high school

years at Black Forrest Academy. She has two
sisters, Emily (23) and Ruthie (14). You can say
'hi' to Emily as she is keeping things real at our

very own GFU Student Life Office. Julie enjoys
all types of art and traveling. She is a junior so
cial work major here at Fox. In her free time she
works with teens through Newberg High School

Young Life. Julie loves to eat falafel sandwiches.
Wlien asked what she misses most about Egypt

Julie said the Arab Egyptians' kind spirits and
warm hospitality.

By KEVIN SONOFF
Global Co-Editor

the disease could mutate into a
more advanced form transmit-

were uncovered in Cairo, Egypt.
Eighteen dead birds have now
tested positive for the disease

rooftop cages.
According to the Centers for

table from human to human,

Disease Control and Prevention

which could cause a worldwide

that was first discovered in East

(CDC), symptoms of bird flu
vary depending on what form of

c o n fi r m e d n o h u m a n b i r d fl u

first reported findings of bird flu

ern Asia and has since spread
to Europe, the Middle East, and
now Africa.

The United Nations has

voiced extreme concern regard
ing the possible spread of the
deadly H5N1 strain into West
ern Africa. ABC News reports

91 people have died in Turkey
and Asia as a result of the dis

ease. Most of these people have
contracted the virus from vary
ing poultry products. The first
confirmed African cases were

discovered last week in Nigeria.
Bird flu is contracted through
bird to human contact. However,

scientists worry that overtime

outbreak. As of yet, Egypt has
cases.

Egypt seems an all too worthy
candidate for a larger outbreak.
As the largest Arab country in
the world, people live in cramped
conditions relying heavily on
bird/poultry products for pro
tein. UN officials worry that a
possible African outbreak could
have devastating affects on the
rest of the world.

Africa struggles greatly with

malnutrition and unfortunately
meat/poultry are often not regu

lated in the same manner as the

rest of the world. In Egypt, many
citizens keep their own chicken
coups in their backyards or in

the disease is contracted. There
are 16 different forms of HA sub

types and nine NA subtypes, of
which diseases can share mul

tiple combinations.
Typically symptoms resemble
that of a common flu, such as
cough, fever, vomiting, or wa
tery eyes.

There are currently no com
mercially available vaccines for
Bird Flu; however, steps are be
ing taken worldwide towards a
solution.

For more information re

garding this and other diseases,
please visit the Center for Dis
ease Control online at www.cdc.
g o v.

Questions/Comments/Suggestions... We'd love to hear from you. ksonoff04@georgefox.edu
Friday, March 10, 2006
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Page7-ARTANDCULTURE
By WOODIAN TORSTEIN
Arts Editorial

As Brandon Baker walks into

the Underground it is obvious that
he IS not from Oregon. He wears a

THE CRESCENT

step outside comfort zones

own stuff, but this one was from a

buddy of our prof's from grad school.
It's a good piece though, I haven't
written much this year.

leather jacket over a pizza joint tee

Wood: Now, do these films cost
the school much, or do the students

and slightly disheveled he spots me

Baker: Well, most of our films
are not funded by anybody, but this

shirt, a pair of cargo shorts and flipflop sandals. Looking half-asleep

fund it all?

upstairs and jogs up to meet me. I
offer to buy him a cup of coffee and

one came out of the pocket of Mark

drink 'the devil's brew.'

lend us a good chunk of cash to pay

he dismisses the idea calling the
"Tastes like dirt water,"

Williams, our producer, and his
family. They were very gracious to
our actors and feed them as well.

Wood: So these are paid actors?
Baker: Well, yes and no. We

he laughs and crosses his left leg

it. It has to be

the best-funded

festival. So, we
had resources to

pull from, but we
also had never

attempted to
tackle anything of
that size before.

Kirk was very
ambitious and he
went for broke. I

lot of blood, sweat,

give them a bit of cash to cover gas

and tears into his

'Pianissimo', a short film to be

coming in from Portland or what

have you, and the real money comes

baby.

this month. It will be one of many

student films entered into the festival

which will span two nights, one in
Newberg's own Cameo theater, the
other in Bauman on campus.
Wood: So, tell me about your
short for the festival.

Baker: Well, 'Pianissimo' is a
silent flick about a small time crook
that is obsessed with the Piano. He

breaks into a well to do home plotting
to steal a Ming vase. Then he notices
the family's baby grand piano and the
heist goes awry.
Wood: Did you write the script or
did you use a hired gun?
Baker: No. I usually write my

from supplying food.

Writing and Literature

The Writing and Literature department traveled
to Malibu, OA on Thurs. to attend a conference on
Christianity and literature. The conference is being
held at Pepperdine University.
All Writing and Literature professors at the
conference will be presenting papers. Faculty
members at the conference are Polly Peterson,
Kendra Irons, Kathy Heininge, Colleen Richmond,
Ed Higgins and Melanie Mock.

hope it turns out,
because he put a

onto his right and slides down into
a slouch. Baker is the director of
entered in the Fox Film Festival later

The Fox arts: What's Happening?

picture in the

Performing Arts
Students in Recital will be held Friday, March 10
at 12:30 p.m.
put sod over it yet, just a dirt mound.

Wood: What

Wood: Did that shot make the

made the film so ambitious?

Wood; Where did you find your
actors?

Baker: We contacted the local

talent agencies with a flyer and then
posted that same flyer on Craig's list
and we brought in a few people to
audition.

Wood: Now this project was part
of a class right?

Baker: Yes, 'Producing and
Directing' last semester. We were the
B project behind Kirk Grover's.
Wood: What was it like working
on Kirk's project?
Baker: Good, bad, and everything

Baker: Several aspects; length
(it's about forty minutes long if I
remember correctly), cast size, genre
(it's an action film), and location

final cut?

Baker: I don't know, but I'd like
to think that it will because it was a

step outside of my comfort zone and
I'd like to see that pay off onscreen.

shoots. The location shoots were a

Wood: Back to 'Pianissimo', what

kick though. We were down at the
paper mill wearing earplugs and
goggles, filming next to scalding hot

problems did you run into?
Baker: Well, quite a few actually.
We shot the picture over three nights

water. Then we did another scene

in which someone, I don't know
who, found a fresh gravesite. That
was freaky, some of us were very

We had to tote all of our equipment

uncomfortable with that, but we

media center. Then we got there

didn't get blasted by the wrath of

and the first night went very well,
and then on the second we quickly

one week at a home in Sherwood.
into Sherwood and then back to the

God.

Wood: Like an actual grave? Just

in between. Kirk was fortunate

enough to snag a grant for the movie
and so we had quite a bit of cash for

discovered that one of the shots I had

buried?

Baker: Oh yeah, they hadn't even

planned was overly ambitious and
basically useless.

Fox Fashion Watch: retro revival tricks and tips
By CLAIRE HOLIDAY
Fashion Reporter

My favorite style is the classic beauty of tlie
1940s and 1950s. Recently, this style has re-

emerged, especially on the red carpet as a celebrity
favorite. I like the look because it is simple, classy,

and always attractive. How can you wear this clas
sic style?
Wear a full skirt A skirt with a wide waist

band and fitted top, or try on an A-line dress in a

simple pattern (shown: center). Emphasizing your
waist is an instant classic twist, and it adds defini

tion to any body type. Remember the hourglass?
It's a favorite figure anyone can flaunt with the
Photo illustrations by CLAIRE HOLIDAY

right attire.

Find a fitted jacket and pearls. Pearls are

the quintessential 5
' 0s flashback, and 100% neces
sary to pull this look off. Long strands (shown:
bottom right) are perfectly acceptable and trendy.

Pair this look with dark straight leg jeans and black
pointed flats or kitten heels.
Add some red. A splash of color to a mono-

chromatic look always adds visual mterest besides

o
l okn
i g ca
l ssy.For some reason retro and
aw
l ayscometogether. ate
l astn
i mymmd.
Arealy fited suit. Going retro is aU about
barkenn
i gbacktothosegod
l enyearswhe.ebey
butons were unheard of, as wereo
l w-rsiee
j ans.A

Retro takes a bow this season as navy blue and fitted suits make a fierce reappearance on runways.
fitted tulip or pencil skirt and tailored jacket, paired
with round-toed heels are where it's at. Try this
combo in charcoal gray, white, red, or even butter
yellow.
Guys—^Where do you fit into all of this?
Well, try some suspenders or wear a fedora and
see where the night takes you. A nice trench coat
in khaki or camel color can also send you back in
time.

Navy blue also seems to go in the same sen

tence as "retro" so throw that in as well. Wear

tighter fitting jeans, a white T and a red track
jacket with the collar flipped to call on that "rebel
without a cause" James Dean look.

All in all, remember that less is more, and that
classic red lips and the right shoes can take you
from here to the "West Side" in 6 seconds flat. (I

also want to see some guys wear their hair in that
awsome sideways style, like James Dean...Just
once!)

y-:—Students: What band, past or present,
would you like to see come to Fox:
"The Monkees."
Brandon Baker

Senior Cinema and Media Communcation Major

"Casting Crowns."
Kerstin Reynolds

t

»

r

Freshman Studio Art Major

"MetalUca.

Fresh^nmS
! pansihMaojr

"Boston"

"'DC Talk or They Might Be Giants."

-Amia Riedl

- Tracy Prybyla, Senior Theater Major

Junior Spanish Major
Issue 18 Vol CXXll
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Want to learn more? Join a study group!
By RICK MUTHIAH

strat/grpstudyl.

Director, Academic Resource Center

html):

1. Select people
During my years as a student, I attended class
regularly, kept up on readings and assignments,
and spent plenty of time studying by myself. Yet
as I look back on my educational career, I notice a
less obvious practice that contributed significantly
to my success as a student: studying with others,
rd like to address reasons why study groups are
a good idea, and then provide some ways to make

who seem to share

study more effective.

ask questions,
who respond to
the professor's

Educational research and literature consis

tently indicate that working with other students is
beneficial to one's academic success. According
to Chickering and Gamson's Seven Principles for
Good Practice in Undergraduate Education,

your desire to
reach your academ
ic goals.
2. Look for

people who stay
alert in class, who
take notes, who

questions. (This
may represent two
or three different

ERICA BADER

Learning is enhanced when it is more like a
team effort that a solo race. Good learning, like
good work, is collaborative and social, not com
petitive and isolated. Working with others often
increases involvement in learning. Sharing one's
own ideas and responding to others' reactions

people, but that's
good because you
may also have
different learning

sharpens thinking and deepens understanding.
Notable is the phrase "often increases involve
ment in learning." Simply spending time together
with classmates is not sufficient for improving
one's learning. A study group that is more inter
ested in being social than in studying will likely
lead to limited learning and wasted time. As with

groups get unwieldy and small groups can too eas
ily get off track).
4. Schedule a meeting to "test the waters" and
see how you get along together. Once the group
seems to be doing well, try to schedule regular

3. Try to predict test questions. Write them
down and begin to develop your own "test bank."

meetings.
How about some "principles" to follow in your

"filled in" or maybe you can help someone else

Study groups that keep on task can be very beneficial, according to education
experts.

styles represented in your group.)
3. Limit your group to four to six people (large

many areas of life, you will get out what you put in. group?
By being intentional about who you study with and
1. Question each other on the material as
how you study, participation in study groups will
signed. (Be sure to have all the readings and
be a valuable element in your academic career.
assignments done!)
So how does one harness the power of collab
2. Take turns "teaching" each other the mate
orative learning without detouring into fruitless
rial. Arthur Chickering, a student development
banter? The following tips are from the University researcher, says that often a student's "most
of Minnesota Duluth's guidelines for group study
important teacher is another student." If you have
(http://www.d.umn.edu/student/loon/acad/
to teach a concept, you really have to know that

concept, so you are not only helping the other
group members, but you are also reinforcing your
own knowledge.

4. Make sure someone takes the role of the ses
sion leader to keep the session productive.

5. Compare notes. Maybe you need yours
" fi l l i n " t h e i r s .

6. Take a few minutes at the end of the session

to evaluate what the group has done. (Did every
one put in their full effort? Did we concentrate on
to much on one topic? How can we improve our
efforts?)

7. Plan the next meeting. Give the group as
signments if appropriate.
Now go study!

Spring Skiing
Saturday, March 11th

Meet in the Bruin's Den @ 12:45

Lift Tickets will be $16

Thursday, March 16 @ 9pm

Questions? j abuttri@georgefox.edu

Bauman Auditorium

What's happening around the quad...
To d a y

Last day to withdraw from
class without grade respon

Track in NWC SOUTH
M E E T

Wednesday

9 a.m. - 4 p.m. "Decoding Da

7:30 p.m. Jr Recital: Andrew

sibility
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. "Decoding Da

Vinci"

Vinci" - Dr. Larry Shelton

Sunday

at Portland Center. $175 to

12 p.m. Softball vs. PACIFIC

audit class.

12:40 p.m. Students in Re

Monday

2 p.m. Baseball at Corban
Isbell, Chad Clark

Thursday

Do an experiment: who
serves the best Chai tea in

Newberg?

cital

2:30 p.m. Women's Tennis

2:30 p.m. Men's Tennis vs.

vs. WHITMAN

LINFIELD

7:30 p.m. Portland Flute

Friday

8 p.m. Tilikum Concert

Quartet

Fox Film Festival

Saturday

Parents' Day of Prayer

Tuesday

Blood Drive

Senior Salute (SAC)

Theatre Honor Society Pro
duction

Track at Linfield Open

3 p.m. Women's Tennis vs.
SOUTHERN OREGON

7:30 p.m. Faculty Recital:

William Hunt
8 p.m. Salsa Dance

Next Weekend

Theatre Honor Society
Production

Fox Film Festival 6 p.m.
10 a.m. Women's Tennis
vs. ALBERTSON

12 p.m. Baseball vs.
WHITMAN

4 p.m. Women's Tennis vs.
WHITWORTH
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Being an African

spotlight:

Health and Counseling

By KOFI CHRISI IAN
Guest Editorial

We most often don't value our own

The Health and Counseling service pro

others, and then we compare the differ

ences, make sense of them, that's when we

know how important it is to be who we are

in me the values that make me loyal to my

an African while living in a country in which

me many reason why I shouldn't return to

heritage and home. Despite being exposed

A classmate of mine once approached
me and asked if I were to return back to Af

rica after graduation. My response was, of
course! I am going to go back to my home
land! Tliere is no where like home, buddy!
He nodded his head and took a long look
at me and said, "Why ai'e you wasting your
time at Fox if you are going to return back
to Africa"? His point was, Africa is poor.

H

Q: Where can I get my prescriptions filled?
A: At any pharmacy, although we recom
mend Bi-Mart Pharmacy or Center Phar

to opportunities that would otherwise give

self. It has been a challenge for me being

what I was meant to be?

Health and Counseling FAQ

Fortunately, I have parents who instilled

I am, and who I am always going to be no
matter which part of the world I find my

thing to look forward to. But really, is that

•Immunizations

neglect his home land due to hardship?

tins love has become even stronger since I
have been a foreigner. My heritage is what

by the so-called American dream. Don't
get me wrong, the American dream is great
and it gives most young Americans some

•Student Health Insurance

person I want to be? Someone who will

every moment of my cultural heritage, and

faced with temptations of being swallowed

•Counseling Services

but to be quite honest, is that the kind of

I love being an African and I cherish

every day. By this I mean I am constantly

•Medical Services

He might have had a legitimate point,

and who we were born to be.

my cultural values are tested each and

vides:

poverty stricken and chaotic. Why waste
my time there, knowing that I could pos
sibly live an extravagant American life, or in
short living the American dream.

cultural heritage until we are exposed to

my home, I believe 1 am always going to
be an African no matter how much I try to

m a c y.

conceal, or disguise myself. 1 also believe

we can honor God more by identifying the

Q: Where do I go when I need medical help

uniqueness in ourselves.

but the nurse and doctor at Health and
Counseling Services are not available?

Ps 139:13-20 reminds us of the impor
tance of our uniqueness and how each

A: During the day there are two options:

person's cultural heritage is a gift from
God. Recognizing our cultural uniqueness
makes our multicultural. It is not easy, and

•Newberg Urgent Care
503-537-9600:

can be frustrating. At least for me it's been

M-F: 9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.

that way, but thank God that people know

Sat: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

my name around here now instead of refer

Sun.: Closed

ring to me as the black guy on campus. We
should learn to embrace our own cultural

•Emergency Room at Newberg Hospital:

uniqueness at the same time recognizing
the values in other cultural heritages.

Daily from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
•During the night:
N ewberg Hospital ER
10 p.m. to 7 a.m.

Need a Summer Job?

RING FULL-TlME MANAGERS AND PAINTERS

$8-$l0 PER HOUR + Bonuses!

No Experience Necessary, jobs in wa, or&. id.
APPLY AT 888-277-9787 ORWWW.COLLEGEPRO.COM

Note for students on the university stu
dent insurance: Newberg Urgent Care
and the Newberg Hospital are both pro
viders that are covered at the 90 per
cent benefit level.

From the Pen of the President...
In my last fie%tofentioned that Stefanie and 1

were goh^¥to attend the Conference on Student
Govefnment Associations (COSGA) at Texas

you read Blue Like Jazz?" It seemed as though
everybody had read Miller and everybody loved

him. It was once Stefanie started asking people

'A&M. I wanted to take my first opportunity

what they thought about the book that 1 became

back to hash out some of my thoughts from this

concerned.

experience with you. First, despite my dad s best
efforts in preparing me to hate Texas, I loved it.

as wild as Miller describes it; she felt it would be

The weather was warm, the people were friendly,
and the food was excellent. The only real let
down of the week was when I discovered that a

was a constant party and orgy was not the point

majority of Texans do not have the thick accents
I've always believed them to possess.

After recognizing my own ignorance in

stereotyping Texas, I was relieved to learn that

Texans have their own stereotypes of the North
west. Stereotypes Stefanie and I did our best to

break. Whenever we introduced ourselves as be

n
i g from Oregon wed
' get strange o
l oks. Fn
i ayl
onegrilhadthecouragetou
j stcomeoutandsay
what everyone esle was thn
i kn
i g, you don to
l ok
Oregon, you have to ha

iT
'allf "f'dknow
^Kve dIrea
ds atndhave
I realy«wo^uldnt'
don
know where to go dop^^^ f,p
i flops the car,
have fleece, cargo pan . comments

but I refused to ^eep from
made the hrat confer nee day

going Into withdrawal, I had to

wearing my favorite flee , to

Being at COSGAal® ^ ^ g. The folow-

interesting religious eonversat.^^^^

up statement to any c Miller? Have

the excited "Do yodhjlSlH^

Frd
i ay,March 10, 2006

One girl wanted to know if Reed really was
a great place to party. To me, living life as if it
Miller was trying to make. Yes, he was chal
lenging traditional Christianity, but he was not ar

rebellious cross in his book "Soul Searching."
What he found is disturbing. "The rebellion is
quite superficial...a lot of it is marketing...it's
more product design than deep cultural reso
nance."

Don Miller, the man at the center of much

of this controversy says that "if you obey God,

you're going to be seen as a rebel," then he goes

on to say "but that's not the point. The point is to
obey God."

This last statement is the key to the contro

guing that being a counter to traditional religion versy. Obedience is what many of the Christians
should be about living a life of sin. He does argue at COSGA and here in Oregon have lost as we try
that we need to love everyone; he does not argue to live out the challenges of Miller and others.
that we need to become like everyone.
Still thinking about these conversations after
coming home, 1 was interested to read a New
York Times article by John Leland titled "Rebels
With a Cross." I was surprised to read that I am
supposedly part of a new movement of rebellious

Christians. This new movement is defined by
its work to challenge traditional Christian values
and argues that it is time for Christians to return

to the radical teachings of Jesus and live radically

We must obey God first and foremost. Miller has
a lot of good challenges, but if they are summa
rized as nothing more than a license to have a

beer at the local bar, then what was supposed to
be "radical" Christianity has completely lost the
point. Out of the challenges to traditional belief

have ariseu new challenges, but the people we
most urgently need to respond to is ourselves. If

we don't, a movement that has valid points will
follow some of the now little known pop culture

altered lives. While 1 agree with the teaching be
hind the new "rebel" movement, 1 am becoming
frustrated with how Christians are applying it.

movements of the

Our generation has taken a corrective move
ment to the direction of the church and trans
formed it into nothing more than a child's dress-

time leaving only

up time. Dress like a rebel while listening to new
counterculture Christian music and you're good
to go. Dr. Christian Smith, a sociologist at the

60's and 70's and

slowly fade into
a dent of impact on
the world we seek

to wholly change.

University of North Carolina, researched the new
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By Anna
Moreshead

9

7

With its notorious silent nature, the library is
a great place for sleeping. Those little cubicles in

■7

5

f t

8

1

9

2

clude an excellent cushy chair to nestle in and the
3 walls enclose you in your own little private nook.

8

If you are adventurous, you can get-under the. desk
and curl up in your sturdy fort, though I must

5

6

8
5

3

1

4

warn you, the carpet isn't as cushy as the chairs.

7
5

In the quiet, your face can't help but start getting

Thjr ral(2;s of l)udoku ariz simplsz;. digits from 1 to 9 into thiz blank

closer and closer to the desk. Your eyes start mak

spacjjs_^ 0V(jry row must contain on^ of ^aeh digit, must i3Viz;ry column,

ing the descent too as they cross and you discover
it's much harder to look at things when there's two

as must (zvszry 3X3 squarjz.

of them. You might as well give up now; no sense

Movie Quotes Quiz

in reading fuzzy things twice.
Once you're long gone into the realm of uncon

Would you like to win a $5 gift certificate? Send me an email

sciousness, no one is there to bug you as you drool

(jgardner04@georgefox.edu) telling me which movies these

away onto the book you are "reading," or the laptop

you were typing on (careful with electronics, they
don't like getting wet, and might wake you up by
way of electric shock).The library does not come
with boisterous roommates to rudely interrupt your
nap and there is no one above you trying to have
a loud dance party. You'll wake up naturally and

quotes are from.

1. "Roads? Where we're going we don't need roads."
2. "I am in a dress, I have

gel in my hair, I haven't slept
all night, I'm starved, AND I'm

refreshed, ready to conquer that paper you tried to

armed! Don't MESS with me!"

start three hours ago. You might have lost a little

3. "Life is pain. Highness!

time, but you feel better and there's not much you

Anyone who says differently is

can do in way of time travel.

selling something."
4. "Of course he had a gun.

So now you sit, glancing around at all the li
brary has to aesthetically offer you. You can't jump

right back into paper-writing, your brain needs
some time to realize that you're not asleep anymore

This is Texas! Everybody has a

and it's going to actually have to do something.

gun. My florist has a gun!"
5. 'Teah, right. Who's the

Random people saunter by and you congratulate

only one here who knows ille

them for being so diligent; good for them! And then

gal ninja moves from the gov

there's the quantity of books at the library which

ernment?"

beg for your attention. You can't help but wonder

6. "See ya around the Cell
Block, Mrs. Robinson."

if some very bored people have actually read some
of the more ridiculous books on the shelf, or if dust
makes them look that old and pathetic. Most of
the books up there I doubt have received attention
in the last 'three decades and why would they with
titles like, "From Paddlewheels to Propellers" and
"Media Center Discovery". Not that those don't

sound like winners... well okay, they don't. Need
less to say, the more you look around, the more you
discover to look at and before long, it's nap time
again. Not by choice, but simply because the library
is way too good at being peaceful and soothingly
distracting.
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7. ^What is this? A center for ants? How can we be expected to

teach children to learn how to read if they can't even fit inside the
building?"

8. The King's stinking son fired me, and thank you so much for

bringing up such a painful subject. While you're at it, why don't
you give me a nice paper cut and pour lemon juice on it?"
9. "Did that bird just psssst at us?"

10. "You know, like nunchuck skils, bowhunting skils, com
puter hacking skils... Girls only want boyfriends who have great
skills."
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Abu Ghraib, Auschwitz and Fox Christianity
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Let me telayonau
about my experience.

I tried to prepare myself.

I read Elie Wiesel's "Night."
I contemplated Primo Levi's

war poetry. I viewed the first

half of Schindler's List. I
fasted the night before and

the day of my journey, in order
to center my thoughts and
increase my awareness.
And yet, all went numb.
Scores of parallels screamed

out between me and my
"tour," and the documented
stages of the Jew's "Final Solu

tion." Clearly, my walk with

fellow students through Aus- v
chwitz and Birkenua starkly
contrasts the suffering of
Wiesel with his fellow victims.

We were safe observers. They
were brutalized, imprisoned
martyrs. We were walking on
their foundations.

But in the contrast was

parallel. Reflections—dirty,
mirror reflections—were

there also. It was only in
walking where they walked,
in seeing where they died,
in contemplating the fields

By SETH MARTIN
Personal Editorial

luxurious bus. Elie's was intended to be one

way, by cattle-car. And yet, for us there was
plenty to whine about. Uncomfortable shoes, for
instance.

that had been burnt out of their lifeless frames
within each bin. The flames. "Nebuchadnezzar,

there will always be an extra man in the fire."
But will there always be another Nebuchadnez
zar, an element of the night? Will there be a
"land of the unclouded day?" The cold—a sign
of the dawn, or just death? Outside of the cre
matorium, well-dressed

We are in a war right now. Our country is the biggest and the richest. We claim to

be the most Christian. But what do our actions say? Hundreds of detainees continue to be
locked away in Abu Ghraib, Gauntanamo Bay, and other camps without admitted reasons.
Many have been murdered. Others are beaten, bloodied and raped while tiieir families try to
make ends meet back home.

The Bush administration has altered McCain's torture legislation, allowing us to con

tinue much of what we've been doing secretly for years at Guantanamo Bay and elsewhere

'Tliey're Muslims."
"They're anti-Americans and anti-Christians."
"They're exti'emists."

"Freedom isn't free," we are reminded from pulpits.
Peacemakers in Iraq deserve to be captured and likely killed for being so quixotic and
interfering with our attempts to bring democracy, commentators proclaim.
What kind of freedom are we supporting? Ai*e we supporting genocide? Why has the
media played down the recently released Abu Ghraib photos? Why did we hear at least five
times as much in the American media about Michael Jackson than we did about the over
2 million displaced and dying Sudanese refugees? Why is our government spying on our
emails and listen to our telephone conversations? And why are we supporting this?
What are we as Christians doing about Guantanamo Bay and Abu Ghraib? Are we even
asking questions? Are we blindly, even angrily at times in our nervousness, refusing to ac
knowledge accountability—the results of our voting and complacency?
What are we doing as Christian students at Fox? Last semester, at least one of us tore
down the Iraq protest signs tliat my friends and I put up, and replacing them with unap

proved fliers ridiculing our priorities: after all. far more people die annually from diabetes
than the war in Iraq—I believe was one of this moral anti-protestor's reasons for not protest
ing approximately 100,000 Iraqi civilian deaths.

Before arriving in Auschwitz, my wife and I

spent a few hours in the once-Jewish district of
Kazimiez. Nearly 70,000 Kazimiez Jews were

murdered by the Nazis—with the help of Polish
neighbors. "Jesus es Super" was spray-painted
on the side of Isaac's Synagogue. Where were
the Christians when 70,000 Jews were liquidat

ed? Many were in uniform, giving and following
orders. In the past, many so-called followers of
Christ accused Jews of being "Christ-killers.
Catholic Poles believe that Jesus is God. Christ

himself claimed that he lived through the beg

like birds, if one wanted
to believe it.

The Nazis tore down

some of these build

ings. The Poles—the
neighbors—took all that
they could for building
supplies after the war.
The profits of war.
We prayed a prayer
at the memorial, led

by those in our group
who were Jewish. As
we walked out of the

beautiful camp, a friend
of mine sang a song
sung round the world
in Jewish households. I
did not know it.

Before entering the museum, I observed the
cleanliness and quietness of the full bus parking
lot. Smoke proceeded quietly from the museum
chimneys, although it was sunny and warm out
side. Heating the rooms for the people.
The crunching of gravel beneath our feet
pierced the silence. Would Elie have been
barefoot—"liberated"—by this stage? At the en
trance, there was another sound: an overweight
tourist had allowed his hyper little wiener dog to
race around the camp, and he was loudly
whistling for him. A guard escorted the
man and his dog outside. The entire
scene was profane. The Jews did not

The grass is green in
Birkenau. We walked in and walked out, led by

a tour guide who had lost numerous relatives in
the camps. All that she could gain was found in
what she could leave with us.

I don't believe that God is dead. I hope that
there cannot be a night without a dawn. But
it is only in attempting to come to terms with
the brutal night that the glory of dawn is found.
And this is our responsibility. The cycle may be
inevitable to some extent. But in night there
need not
be entire
darkness.
That

even have the freedom of this inconsider

is the

ate tourist's wiener dog.
A place for everything. Even the

gars—the hungry and naked and oppressed.

human ashes. 1 touched a metal cre

with young Wiesel. He is hanging, dead. The

as I thought of the thousands of souls

"Where is God?" my heart screams in unison

cameras almost sounded

upon row of houseless
brick chimneys imitated
flowers, rooted firmly in
the massive green fields.

"Big deal," many of us say. "Tliey're terrorists, who needs to prove their guilt?"

at the somber hues of dawn.

countries nervously
smoked in daylight.
The chirps of electronic

At Birkenua, row

unhindered.

of green where once was only mud and bod
ies—only through trying to experience the dark
night of Wiesel's soul—that I was able to grasp

tourists from various

purpose

of Elie
Wiesel's

matorium bin. So cold. It chilled me,

"Night," I
now real

young Jewish boy has been slaughtered. Who
are the Christ-killers?

And do the people of Kazimiez

While walking through town, I was horrified by
a window display-a monstrous pile of miscellaneous shoes, for sale. "Who bids for God s own

m
i age?"The dsipa
l y coud
l have"Work
beenmakes
reo
l cated
from the Auschwitz museum.
you free!" Outside the gate, there is to
huy shoes. Within people were from
their shoes-and their lives, f
the self through work-hterally. Free to ^
And how aware are the curent resd
i ents, the
shopkeepers, of Kazimiez?

?fasteda' Sh' ungry.Ee
il We
i selstarved

wtihout chdce. Was he reayl rebeUmg agan
i st
God? Fasthigisdoneto^

The entire pnncip apparent

S^Srwithnothing to fast from. An^

ize. That

"I hate this place," exclaimed a
tourist to someone nearby. "Everything
is so organized!" The one
thing that cannot he compartmentalized here
is angry terror. It is largely in response to the
organization. The bins of hair, the gas cans,
the paper-work, the children's shoes, pots and

pans, eyeglasses, prosthetic limbs—a place
for everything. I felt something horrible that
started as I walked through the gate claiming

freedom through work. There was a succession
that seemed to be leading to freedom. The bins,
in another setting, could have been symbolic

of the great spiritual freedom gained through
self-renunciation found in all mystical religious
texts. First the shoes, the loss of an individual
will and path. Then the glasses, the loss of an
individual vision. Then the prosthetic Imbs,
followed by tools of trade. "Cast it all away,
deny yourself to free your soul!" But there were
bins for the souls, as well.

is the
purpose

A crematory in Auschwitz
con-

for the re

maining
centration

camps—used as museums and memorials.
They teach us how to be "a light in the dark
ness" through our knowledge. And it is only in
the light that the darkness can be understood.
That is why Wiesel spent ten years of lighted
silence before writing.
I also don't believe that Auschwitz and Birke

nau are isolated atrocities only done by monolithically "evil" leaders and their blind sheep.
Auschwitz still happens today.
Rwanda. Serbia. Siberia. Iraq. Sudan-Darfur. Auschwitz. The world has gone into the
night unprepared so many times.

Continued on the back
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went to Bible college, two seminaries, and I got a
doctorate. How did I miss God's compassion for
the poor?"
From the Old Testament: "God's curse on any

for U.S. To Close Guantanamo." "Australian

Report Reveals More Abu Ghraib Torture Photos,
Drawing Public Outrage."
From Rick Warren (recently): "I found those
2,000 verses on the poor. How did I miss that? I

sorrv I will do all that is in my power to never let

more people suffer the injustices and horrors that
you have suffered."

But Auschwitz, you say, represents a greater

one who deprives foreigners, orphans, and widows evil than Abu Ghraib. Yes, the death toll is dif

ferent so far. Rest assured, when the Holocaust

of their rights" (Deuteronomy 27:19).
Abu Ghraib. Guatanamo Bay.
And us? Do our smiles, our SUVs and trendy
shoes stitched together by starving children in
Bangladesh, our bumper stickers and bible stud
ies—do they all proclaim mockingly on unmarked
graves that "Jesus es Super?"
From the news, yesterday: "Kofi Annan Calls

crescent

began, others said similar things, casting the
listen, for your hands are covered with blood. Stop ambiguous and improvable potential disaster
against older genocides to lighten feelings of
all this evil. Learn to do right.
responsibility. Jesus, however, does not view the
See that justice is done—help those who are
"No matter how much you pray, I will not

oppressed, give orphans their rights, and defend
widows" (Isaiah 1:16-17).

From Jesus: "You are the light of the world.
Let your light so shine before men that they may

see your good works and glorify your Father in
heaven."

From my journal, on the return trip home:
"Goodbye, beloved dead in Auschwitz. I am

one as insignificant in light of the hundred, but
risks everything for it. And he calls us to imitate
him and him alone. And we will be judged by

what we do with what we know and as well as what
we refuse to hear.

To those who have ears and lives to give: what

are you doing about Abu Ghraib and Guatanamo
Bay?
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